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he business of building military equipment—from trucks to tanks to helicopter

—has come a long way from the days of stubby pencils and drafting paper.

But while today’s engineers use computers to draw and manufacture almost

everything, the business of maintaining equipment starts with a very basic

task: the application of lubricants by hand.

Whether you’re running a fleet of ancient M35A2s or brand-new FMTVs,

lubricants are necessary to keep those trucks hard at work.

It also doesn’t really matter that the lubricants are better than they used to

be. They still must be applied when needed and in the amounts called for

by environmental conditions.

So it just makes sense for you maintainers to pay some respect to the

equipment you’ve been given to defend your country. Get out that lubrication

order or find out where the information is located in your -10 or -20 TM.

Greasing a fitting or using an oil can is cheap insurance for your equipment—

and maybe even for you.

c'mon,�
we've got�
a job to�

do!

let's�
go get�

'em!
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Lead Acid Batteries . . .

BATTERY
CRANKING

POWER

ENGINE
RESISTANCE
TO STARTING

100%

49%

65%

30%

70°

0°

32°

–20°

Specific gravity less
than 1.100? Turn in
battery

Normal

12/3
times

If you add water, run engine 20
minutes to mix electrolyte

21/2
times

31/2
times

f you don’t know the condition of
your vehicle’s batteries, you could
find yourself stranded in the cold this
winter.

A weak battery has little chance of
surviving winter because even a good
battery suffers in the cold. Note that...

A fully-charged battery loses a third
of its cranking power at 32oF, com-
pared to its cranking power at 70oF.

Keep in mind that it’s a good idea to
run the specific gravity test on a “new”
battery from supply, too. It could save
you from being stranded—and very
cold.

At 0oF, it has less than half
its power.

At –20oF, it has only
30 percent of its power.

Here’s how to
determine if your
batteries are strong
enough for the cold.

Make sure you’ve got
a copy of TM 9-6140-200-14,
the battery bible.

chance to mix the water and electro-
lyte. If you don’t let ’em mix, you’ll
be testing water only. This mixing also
helps keep water from freezing, which
prevents cracked battery cases.

Eyeball Chap 3 of the battery pub
for testing procedures. That means us-
ing the optical battery/antifreeze tester
in the Common shop sets.

Using the info in Para 3-6 of the
TM, test the battery’s specific gravity.
If any cell’s specific gravity is less than
1.100, turn in the battery. It’ll freeze in
cold weather. If there is a difference in
specific gravity between any of the

If you’ve just added distilled water
to a battery, start the vehicle’s engine
and let it run for at least 20 minutes.
That gives the charging system a

cells of more than 0.025, turn in the
battery, too.

❄

❄

❄

❄

❄

yum!�
no mres�

tonight!

PS 576 NOV 00PS 576 2 NOV 00
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ombine weak batteries with tem-
peratures below freezing and you get
vehicles that won’t start without help.

That help often comes from slave
cables. Using the cables correctly will
keep you safe and your vehicles on the
job. So heed these precautions:

Read the slave-starting steps in your
vehicle’s operating instructions.

Never stand between vehicles be-
ing slaved and never position them
nose-to-nose.

Have your mechanic make sure
the electrolyte in all battery cells is
above the plates and is not frozen.
Never slave frozen batteries. They can
explode.

Wheeled Vehicles . . .

Electrolyte level OKElectrolyte level low

Make sure
the dead
vehicle’s
battery switch
is OFF to
prevent arcing
when you
connect the
slave cable.

Set the
parking
brakes on
both vehicles.
Shift both
transmissions
to neutral.
Keep the live
vehicle’s
engine running
at a fast idle.

Make sure all cables and terminals
on the dead vehicle’s batteries are tight
and free of corrosion.

!

!

!

!

!

!

occasional�
slave starting�
of vehicles is a�

fact of life.

these precautions�
will make it a safe�

operation for you and�
your vehicle!

THANKS�
FOR THE�
CHARGE!

ANYTIME!



1. Connect the slave cable to the dead
vehicle’s slave receptacle. The connec-
tion should be tight.
2. If either vehicle has the
old two-prong slave
receptacle, use the
NATO adapter. Put it
on the receptacle and
then connect the cable.
3. Push the slave
cable connector into
the slave receptacle on the live vehicle.
4. Wait at least 1 minute, but no more
than 3, before trying to start the dead
vehicle. This allows a trickle charge to
warm up a dead battery before it gets
the full jolt of slaving.

PS 576 7 NOV 006 NOV 00

ce and snow will turn air filters into blocks of ice
that will not let clean air through to engines.

Moist air or snow sucked into the filter can
freeze on the element. Once the element’s coated
with ice, air can’t get through.

So, in damp, cold weather, keep an eye on
your vehicle’s air restriction indicator. On some
vehicles, once the indicator shows red, the filter’s
plugged. On others, once a pointer reaches
the red level on the indicator, the filter is
plugged. Get the element cleaned and dried
out, or  get a new one.

Always keep snow cleared away from the
air intake. In damp, cold weather it’s a good
idea to have a clean, dry element on hand
for a quick switch.

All Vehicles . . .

Element must be dry

Red
indicates
plugged
filter

Slave adapter

5. Try to start the dead vehicle. Step
on the clutch if the vehicle has one, to
reduce engine drag.

Remember that you never run the
starter for more than 30 seconds at a
time. Let the starter cool off for 2 or 3
minutes between tries or you’ll burn it
up. If the vehicle won’t start in three
tries, give up. It has a bigger problem
that your mechanic will have to solve.
6. Keep the slave cable connected un-
til the vehicle starts. Never unhook a
slave cable while the starter is engaged,
or you’ll get arcing and burned-out
cables and receptacles.

Once the slaved vehicle is started,
pull the cable off that vehicle and then
remove it from the other one. Let the
engine run in the slaved vehicle at fast
idle (1,000–1,200 rpm) for at least 20
minutes, or drive the vehicle about 5
miles to recharge the batteries.

HMMWV Contact Maintenance Truck . . .

                It Can’t Tow Anything!
You are not authorized to tow anything—trailers,
HMMWVs, or any other vehicle—with your CMT-H.

The last WARNING at the front of TM 9-4940-563-
13&P says that the CMT-H cannot be employed to
tow either a trailer or another HMMWV.

The center of balance of the CMT-H is too close to
the rear axle to allow any towing. A towed load moves
too much weight off the front end, causing loss of
steering control, especially on wet roads or off-road.

Leave the towing of trailers loaded with parts or
equipment to larger trucks, or at least to another
HMMWV that is not loaded down with the contact
maintenance shelter and tools.

THEN�
DO THESE�

THINGS IN THIS�
ORDER!

listen�
up,�

drivers!

SNIFF!�
I'M FREEZING AND I�

CAN'T BREATHE!

put me�
in, coach!�
i'm clean�
and dry!



Yellowish-
green strip
means
inhibitor
is weak

Check freeze protection with tester

he freeze and corrosion protection
provided by your vehicle’s coolant di-
minishes over time. That means you
need to check on the condition of the
coolant regularly.

Here’s how to make sure your cool-
ant is up to the job:

Non-arctic Military Antifreeze
Check the freeze protection. Use the

battery/antifreeze tester, NSN 6630-00-
105-1418, from the Common shop sets.

Engine Cooling Systems . . .

Always use a 60/40 mix of antifreeze
to water. This protects against freezing
down to –50°F. It’s better than plain
water in hot climates, too. That’s
spelled out in Para 4b of TB 750-651,
the antifreeze bible.

 To make sure the reserve alkalinity
(corrosion protection) levels are nor-
mal for ethylene glycol antifreeze,
MIL-A-46153, use antifreeze test kit,
NSN 6630-01-011-5039.

Dip a test strip into the coolant. A
blue strip means it’s OK. A green strip
means the coolant is marginal, but is
OK to use until the next service. A
yellowish-green strip means the cool-
ant needs a shot of inhibitor right away.

You can boost the coolant’s corro-
sion protection only once, so make sure
you note it on a DA Form 5986-E. The
next time the level or corrosion pro-
tection is down you must replace the
coolant.

Here’s how to use the corrosion
inhibitor:
1. Draw a sample of the coolant in a
clear container. If it’s contaminated
with rust or solids, replace
the coolant.
2. Add 1 pint of corrosion
inhibitor for every
17 quarts of coolant.
One quart of
inhibitor comes with
NSN 6850-01-160-3868.
NSN 6850-01-287-8067
gets a gallon.
3. Mix the boosted
coolant by running your
vehicle for a few minutes. After the
engine has cooled, retest the reserve
alkalinity level. If the coolant fails the
test, replace it.

Arctic Antifreeze
Things are a bit different if your ve-

hicle uses full-strength arctic antifreeze
during extremely cold weather (–50°F
and lower).

When the weather gets warmer,
switch back to non-arctic military or
commercial antifreeze. The rotation be-
tween types of antifreeze will ensure
your coolant’s corrosion protection
stays strong.

To check the corrosion protection of
commercial antifreeze, A-A-52624, use
commercial test strips that test for the
nitrite level in engine coolant.

Some available test strips include
Penray part number TS-100, Fleetguard
part number CC2602 and Detroit Die-
sel Powertrac part number 23522774.
The strips come with information on
how to use them.

PS 576 9 NOV 00PS 576 8

what's got�
you so steamed?�

i checked�
your coolant�

level!

but you�
didn't check the�

coolant strength or�
its corrosion�

protection!
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o matter how cold it is outside, your
vehicle’s cooling system should be able to
reach 160o to 180oF. If yours won’t, have
the thermostat checked. It may be stuck
open and need replacing.

A vehicle system that always runs at more
than 200oF also needs attention. A bum
thermostat, a clogged radiator, a bad radiator
cap or filthy coolant may be the culprit. The engine’s air flow may even be
blocked.

To speed up heating in freezing weather, you can partially cover the air intake
grilles with canvas when starting the vehicle. Be sure to remove the cover after
the engine reaches operating temperature.

Engine Cooling Systems . . .

Look at the radiator cap. It
should be the one your TM calls
for. Just any cap won’t do. The
pressure rating of the cap is vital.
Too low a rating lowers the
boiling point of your coolant. Too
high builds up pressure that’ll pop
radiator seams or blow hoses.

Hoses need to be touched as
well as looked at. They must
withstand heat, pressure and
vibration. They’re rubber, so they rot, harden and crack with age. You need both
eyes and hands to detect bad hoses. Report any bad hoses that show these signs:

PUFFY

Cap pressure rating correct?

i'm�
right�

where i�
should�

be.

MUSHYHARD (cracks are clues) WET (or even damp)

drivers, just because�
it's cold outside doesn't mean�
you can ignore your engine's�

cooling system.

i'm sure glad�
i pulled pm on my�

truck's cooling system.�
i'd hate to be stuck�

out here!



Finally, take the radiator cap off. If the cooling system is hot, open the filler
cap slowly until all pressure is gone. Use a rag or glove to protect your bare hand
from the hot cap.

The coolant should be at least over the top of the core. It should be almost
clear—and colored by the antifreeze.

If your coolant is muddy-looking or has bits of junk
in it, your cooling system needs draining and flushing,
maybe even cleaning. Report it.

If you see a rainbow of oil slime on  top of the coolant, you’ve
probably got a leak inside the engine. Exhaust gas or oil is getting
into your cooling system. Pull the crankcase dipstick and check for
water in the oil. Little blobs will show on the dipstick. Either way, report it.

Note, drivers, that air-cooled systems don’t need much attention. All they
need is a good flow of air—meaning all the airflow shrouds must be in place.

PS 576 13 NOV 00PS 576 12

orrosion attacks Army equipment relentlessly. Rain, salt, wind and sand
take their toll. The destruction isn’t always noticeable but it’s enormous, and the
cost is staggering.

Your best weapon against that corrosion is rust inhibitor. Just wipe
or spray the inhibitor every 8 months or so to the inside and under-

neath your vehicles. It will slow the spread of new rust and clean
up old rust.

It won’t harm painted surfaces, plastics, rubber, glass
or wiring, but it will make them shine for a week or two.
If that ruins your camouflage efforts, keep it off the
outside of your equipment.

The inhibitor works by eliminating moisture that  holds
salt, dirt and other pollutants that eat up metal. It also
lubes moving parts and penetrates existing rust.

The inhibitor is petroleum-based and contains no
silicones, solvents, or anything else classified as

hazardous material. Even though the inhibitor
contains no hazardous material, the headshed

recommends that you wear a respirator,
goggles and gloves when applying it be-

cause of possible irritation to your respi-
ratory tract or skin.
Order the amount of inhibitor you need:

All Vehicles . . .

NSN 8030-01-389-1413 brings a 55-
gal drum of inhibitor, a spray applica-
tor and an instruction video. You can
get a copy of the video by itself for free
by calling (800) 856-6798.

As a rule of thumb, it takes about 2
gallons to treat a HMMWV and up to 3
gallons for a 21/2-ton or 5-ton truck.

Quantity NSN 8030-01-414-
16-oz bottles (12) 7423
5-gal container 8947

55-gal drum 7430
Water blobs on dipstick?

Any leaks or other cooling system problems?

Hose clamp
loose, broken,
missing

Seam leak

Belt cracked,
ragged, loose,
missing

Core
leak

Seam
leak

Bugs, leaves,
other debris

Drain cock leak Hose connection leak

Hose cracked,
brittle, mushy

Coolant in
engine oil—
shows on
dipstick as
blobs of water

Plug
leak

Head
gasket
leak

Bolt
leak

Hose connection leak

Seam
leak

Wrong or broken
pressure cap

Oil or
fuel in
coolant

Hose
connection
leak

Check the radiator. Look for leaks on the top tank, front and back of the core
and bottom tank.

Leaks may not show up when your engine is cold, so look for rust and odd-
colored dribbles where coolant has leaked and dried.

Later, when you’ve got the engine running at operating temperature and
pressure, check those places again for wet spots. Use a flashlight during both
inspections.

this ought�
to put a stop to�

corrosion.



Tactical Trucks . . .

'Brake' Winter’s
Icy Grip

NSN 6810-00- Size
597-3608 1-gal can
275-6010 5-gal can

Gasoline inhibitor

NSN 6850-01- Size
377-5074 5-gal can
089-5514 55-gal drum

Diesel fuel inhibitor
Here’s the stuff to use:

Fuel Inhibitor
40 gallons 1 pint
30 gallons 3/4 pint
20 gallons 1/2 pint
10 gallons 1/4 pint

Fill only
to line

Drain
fuel
filter
daily

�

t’ll be real hard to start your vehicle
this winter if the fuel lines are plugged
with ice. But ice is what you’ll have if
you fail to keep water drained from
the fuel filtering system.

Here’s how to keep the fuel flowing
and your vehicle going:

 Fill fuel tanks to within 2 inches of
the bottom of the filler neck (or to the
mark painted or stenciled on the tank).
When you fuel your vehicle, keep ice
and snow away from the tank opening.

Ground Vehicles . . .

Jet A-1 fuel does not contain an in-
hibitor, so treat it like diesel fuel.

 If you’re still using old-style diesel
fuel or gasoline, consider adding icing
inhibitor to the fuel. But first, make
sure it hasn’t already been added (JP-8
comes with an inhibitor already in it).

If you can use the inhibitor, use no
more than 1 pint per 40 gallons. Too
much inhibitor will cut performance
and damage engines.

Add the inhibitor to the tank first, so
it can mix properly. How much inhibi-
tor you add depends on the amount of
fuel you mix it with.

 Drain fuel filters every day you op-
erate. If you get more water than usual,
report it.

Here are the proper ratios:

Drivers, moisture builds up in your
truck’s air brake system even in the
best of weather. Left alone, it corrodes
air lines, relief valves, check valves,
even the air tanks themselves.

During winter, that water turns to
ice and the problem gets even worse!

Ice plugs up the air system. If air
can’t get through, the brakes won’t
work. Water also has a nasty habit of
expanding as it freezes. It can burst
lines and fittings and ruin your brakes
completely.

Stop that problem in its tracks by
draining the air tanks after each
day’s run. And don’t forget to close
the air valves after draining. Otherwise
the valves may freeze in the open
position.

✦

✦

✦

what the..?�
we can't be out�

of fuel yet!

but we�
can have a�

frozen fuel�
line!

uh-oh!�
no brakes!

PS 576 15 NOV 00
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etween your vehicle’s -10 TM and FM 21-305, Manual for the Wheeled
Vehicle Driver, you can find most everything you need to know about the use of
tire chains on your vehicle.

The -10 TM is boss in the matter—unless there’s no info in it on tire chain use.
Then the FM takes over.

There are, however, exceptions to the rules found in those pubs. Take note:
M939A1-series and M939A2-series 5-

ton trucks: Use chains on the intermediate
axle only. CTIS doesn’t prohibit the use of
chains on the intermediate axle.

Palletized loading system (PLS): Use
chains only on axles No. 3 and No. 4.
Don’t use chains when driving on hard
surfaces where there is no wheel slippage.
Chains can cause severe component damage under “no-slip” conditions.

Also, set the CTIS to CROSS COUNTRY and proceed no faster than 10 mph
on-highway or 15 mph off-highway.

HEMTT: Use chains only on both rear
axles. On M978 fuel tankers, never use
chains when driving on paved surfaces.
They could cause sparks.

HMMWV: Although Page 3-28 of TM9-
2320-280-10 says to use chains on all four
wheels, you can use chains on just the
frontwheels as a set, or just on the rear wheels as a set. It’s OK to use chains
on runflat tires, too.

Remember, also, that it’s still important to select the right transfer range for
driving conditions, as prescribed in your -10 TM.

For a cross-reference list of chains and tire sizes, visit Team Tire’s web site:
http://www.tacom.army.mil/immc/Support/Teamtire/chain.htm

M939A1/A2-series

PLS

HEMTT

HMMWV

Tire Chains . . .

Dear Editor,

I work at a contract maintenance facility. One of the things we work on
is personnel heaters.

Nearly every time we disassemble a “bad” heater, we find that someone
has readjusted the settings on the fuel regulator valve.

Crewmen get frustrated when their heater doesn’t put out enough
warm air. They adjust the valve to increase
the heat. Unfortunately, that usually makes
the heater get TOO hot and the overheat
switch shuts it down automatically. Since
the heater won’t work, we have to repair it.

Most of the time, you can get more heat
by following the proper start-up and
shutdown procedures in the heater’s -10 TM.
If that doesn’t help, the heater should be
reported.

The only time the fuel regulator valve can
be properly adjusted is when the heater is on a heater test stand.
Crewmen should NEVER touch the valve.

Jim Carter
FORSCOM QAR
Ft Hood, TX

Personnel Heaters . . .

Hopefully, your letter will lead
crewmen to take a hands-off approach
to their heater’s fuel regulator valve!

Hands off fuel regulator valve

drat!�
back to the�

mres!

why�
so chilly,�

willy?
brrr!�

the heater�
on this rig is�

a dog! even after�
i adjusted the fuel�

regulator valve�
m-myself!

F
R
O
N
T

F
R
O
N
T

F
R
O
N
T

F
R
O
N
T
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Don't Forget the Gasket
Mechanics, all it takes is a
missing gasket to freeze up the
starter on an M113, M109,
M992, or M578 vehicle.

Water gets inside the starter
when there's no gasket to stop
it. You know what happens to
water when the temperature dips
to 32oF and below. It freezes
solid and stops the starter cold.

The next time you pull the
powerpack, take a quick look to
make sure the starter gasket,
NSN 5330-00-980-1546, is in
place. If it's not, install it.

 our vehicle’s personnel
heater is for personnel.  Keep
everything else away.

Loose stuff like field jack-
ets, gloves, aerosol cans, TMs,
ammo bags or anything else
near the outlets can start a fire.

The air temperature at
heater outlets can reach 300oF
when the heater is running on
high. That’s hot enough to
burn most everything that’s
combustible inside a combat
vehicle.

Don’t be among the many
who have learned the hard
way—from fires or explosions
that could’ve been prevented.f your combat vehicle’s air filters

get wet or freeze up, its engine can’t
get the air it needs to keep running.
Pretty soon you’ve got a burned-out
engine.

So keep those air filter elements as
dry as you can when Mother Nature
throws a little slop your way.

Start with the air cleaner intake.
When your vehicle is sitting, cover the
intake with canvas or plastic to keep

Combat Vehicles . . .

out rain, sleet and snow. Make sure
you remove the cover before operat-
ing, though.

During operation, keep a close eye
on the air cleaner indicator or air
filter clogged light so you’ll know
when the element is plugged. Get a
plugged filter cleaned, dried out, or re-
placed—whichever is needed—as soon
as possible.

Use tarp to cover air intake Wet filters choke off engine air supply

my air�
filters are�

packed with�
snow and�

ice.

too bad!�
my driver kept�
my air intake�

covered.

yeee-ouch!�
this spot is�

definitely too�
hot for us!

i'm just getting�
warmed up! wait�

until they turn me�
up to high!

look�
for my�
starter�
gasket�
here!
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M992A2 Ammo Carrier . . .

Modify Heater before Installing
Mechanics, before you install the new
A-20 Global personnel heater, NSN
2540-01-396-2826, in an M992A2
ammo carrier, you’ll need to make a
few modifications.

The existing fuel pump doesn’t provide
enough pressure for the new personnel heater. Also, the personnel heater cradle
assembly doesn’t allow enough clearance to install the new heater.

Modification instructions and a list of parts you’ll need are found on Pages
3-22 through 3-25 of TB 43-0001-62-8 (Jan 99). If you need a copy, see your
local TACOM logistics assistance representative or write to Half-Mast.

rivers, there’s no need to keep the master switch on just to use your M113A3
carrier’s personnel heater or radio. Both
work just fine with the switch off.

Leaving the switch on keeps the
steering lockout solenoid energized. If
it’s on long enough, the solenoid will
burn out and deadline your vehicle.

Just make sure you remember to turn
the radio off when you turn off the
engine. If it’s still on the next time you
start the engine, you’ll end up with a
fried radio.

M113-Series FOV . . . M113A3 Personnel Carrier . . .

Canvas cover keeps out the elements

but first�
we have to�

uncover the intake�
and exhaust�

grilles!
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deadlined!�
how did that�

happen?

you left�
my master switch�
on and it fried my�

solenoid!

MASTER SWITCH doesn’t have to
be ON to operate radio or heater

Roll back cover before starting engine

we've�
got a lot to do�
today! let's get�

started.

rivers, the canvas cover for your vehicle’s intake and exhaust grilles is made
to keep ice, snow and other debris out of the engine compartment when the
vehicle’s not in use.

The cover is not made to help the engine warm up faster during cold weather.
Some operators keep the grilles covered anyway. They figure the faster the

engine warms up, the sooner the mission will be accomplished.
Not true. In fact, the mission may not get accomplished at all. Leaving the

cover in place heats the engine too fast and can burn it up.
Also, fumes from the engine compartment that would normally be vented

through the exhaust grille are forced into the driver and crew compartments.
That’s a deadly proposition.

Always roll back the cover from the exhaust and intake grilles before starting
your vehicle. Secure the cover in place with the straps provided.
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If your SUSV has a full payload, it
runs even hotter. Before shutdown, idle
the engine at 1,400 rpm for 30 sec-
onds, then at 900 rpm for at least 3
minutes for extra cooling.

3. Let the SUSV warm up for a total
of 15 minutes before heading out.

Before You Stop
Let the SUSV engine cool down

slowly. Once the engine’s off, there is
no way to carry away heat. The sud-
den rise in heat can crack the block,
warp a head or valves, or bake the oil
until it’s not slick enough to lube the
bearings.

Let the engine idle at least 3 minutes
to cool off. The cooldown period gives
you time to eyeball the gauges,
switches and warning lights for any-
thing out of the ordinary.

It’s also easy to press against the
service brake while stepping on the
accelerator.

Cold Weather Starting
 In sub-zero weather, use the

swingfire heater to preheat the engine
before starting. Page 2-35 in the -10
TM tells how.

  Do not use canned ether. Ether can
clog or burn fuel injector tips and ruin
cylinder heads.

  After your SUSV is started:
1. Idle the engine for 5 minutes.

If you find trash, clean it up. If you
find leaks, let your mechanic know
ASAP. To keep the compartment clean,
steam clean it (or clean with dry clean-
ing solvent and water) at every semi-
annual service.

 Follow the payload restrictions on
Page 1-9 of the -10 TM. An overloaded
vehicle puts too much wear and tear
on the engine.

 Eyeball the engine/transmission
compartment for fluid leaks or debris
before every operation.

2. Then, with the brakes engaged,
slowly shift the gear selector twice
through all gears. This ensures the
transmission fluid is warmed up.

If a cleaning job can’t be done with
the powerpack in place, your mechanic
will have to pull the pack.

Fire Prevention
  Make sure the parking brake is re-

leased before you drive off. An over-
heated brake system can cause fires.

  Watch your feet when wearing over-
sized cold-weather footgear. The park-
ing brake is only 8 inches from the
service brake. If you accidentally set
the parking brake with that big boot—
even partially—the brake system can
overheat.

Check engine compartment for leaks
Watch oversized boots near pedals

Check gauges and warning
lights during cooldown

Shift twice
through all gears

pm�
keeps me�
on the�

go!

❆

❆

❆

❆

❆

❆

❆

❆

rivers, you can count on your SUSV
to go in the snow if you give it good
PM. The best way to do that is by
following the good words in TM 9-
2350-285-10.

Before You Go
 Use only approved fuel and never

add anything to it to try to enhance
performance. All you’ll do is burn up
pistons and pre-chambers.

 Check the oil. The oil level
should be between the ADD and FULL
mark on the dipstick once the engine
has warmed up. An oil level above
the FULL mark can blow seals. Oil
levels below ADD can lead to friction
damage.

❆

SUSV . . .

Oil level between ADD and FULL?



Before You Start
1. Turn off the personnel heater and
shut off the COOLANT HEATER
switch.
2. Make sure the battery indicator
gauge is in the green range.

M109A2-A5 SP Howitzers . . .

3. Keep cranking the engine while set-
ting the FLAME HEATER switch to
ON for 1 second and to OFF for 1
second until the tachometer reads at
least 300 rpm.
4. Let go of the FLAME HEATER
switch. Keep cranking until the ta-
chometer reads at least 500 rpm. The
hand throttle may be increased about
1/8 travel to help start the vehicle once
500 rpm is reached. Do not use the
foot throttle or the engine will return
to idle once it’s released.
5. Stop cranking if the engine hasn’t
started after 2 minutes, or you can burn
up the starter. Wait at least 2 minutes,
then repeat steps one through four. If

the engine still won’t start or doesn’t
reach 100 rpm or more after 15 sec-
onds, tell your mechanic.
6. Release the starter switch after the
engine starts and follow the engine
warmup procedures in the -10 TMs.

Before Shutdown
Just before shutdown, run the en-

gine at idle and turn on the FLAME
HEATER switch. If the heater is work-
ing OK, you’ll see a slight decrease in
engine speed and an increase in ex-
haust smoke. If not, call your mechanic.

Testing the flame heater also ensures
that fuel is in the fuel supply line the
next time you start your vehicle.

To increase the chances of an easy
start the next time the thermometer
takes a nose dive, have your mechanic
install a cold start enhancement kit,
NSN 2990-01-342-7944.

The kit maintains 11/2 psi of positive
pressure in the fuel lines. That pre-
vents loss of prime in the flame heater
fuel supply line when the engine is not
running.

Make a note of the kit until the parts
manual is updated. The kit will only
work with M109A2-A5 howitzers.

6. Set the hand throttle to IDLE. Do
not use the foot throttle.

Starting
Now you’re ready to start the vehicle:

1. Pull out and hold the FUEL
SHUTOFF handle.

3. Set parking
brake and shift
transmission
to neutral

5. Turn
FUEL
PRIME
switch ON
for 45
seconds,
then
release

Push the
STARTER
switch to
START and
the FLAME
HEATER
switch to ON
at the same
time. Crank
the engine for
15 seconds.
Release the
FUEL
SHUTOFF
handle.

i'm so�
cold i don't�
think i can be�

started!

DRIVERS, IF YOU DON'T�
START YOUR M109 HOWITZER�

RIGHT DURING COLD WEATHER,�
IT WON'T START AT ALL.

. . .AND�
AWAY WE�

GO!

2.

4. Turn
MASTER
switch to
ON.
Indicator
lamp
should
come on
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hen it’s cold outside, you have to
button up your Paladin tight to stay
warm. But that can put you at risk of
carbon monoxide poisoning.

Carbon monoxide comes from the
exhaust of personnel heaters, the en-
gine, and from firing the main gun. If
you don’t vent the vapors, the carbon
monoxide will increase until the levels
become deadly.

Your best protection is awareness and
ventilation. Follow these basic tips to
ensure proper ventilation:
•• Do your PMCS on time. That’s
the only way to make sure ventilation
systems and blowers are working
properly.

M109A6 Paladin . . .

•• Never operate the personnel heater
in an enclosed area unless it is ad-
equately vented.
•• Do not idle the engine for long peri-
ods unless you’re sure the personnel
compartment is ventilated.
•• Do not drive your Paladin with the
inspection plates, cover plates or en-
gine compartment doors removed un-
less it’s necessary for maintenance.
•• Be alert at all times for the symp-
toms of carbon monoxide poisoning:
headaches, dizziness, loss of muscular
control, and drowsiness. If you experi-
ence these symptoms, get out of the
vehicle, stay warm and avoid physical
exertion while waiting for medical
attention.

maybe�
next time�

you won't be�
so lucky.

those�
carbon�

monoxide fumes�
almost did�

me in!
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the�
heater must�

not have been�
vented!



Where's�
that global�

warming I keep�
hearing�
about?

 I'm�
freezing�

my tail off.�
Let's get�
inside. 
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It must be�
at least 10 below�

out there.

you're�
not�

kidding!

sigh!

they're nice and�
warm now and they've�

forgotten about their�
vehicles!

we vehicles are�
just flat out neglected.�

But wait until the first time�
we don't start or break�

down on the side�
of the road.

Then they'll�
curse us like drunken�
sailors and kick our�

tires in anger.

They expect us to�
perform without winter�

PM and we just can't do it.�
Come with me on a tour of this�

motor pool and see some�
of my neglected�

relatives.
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Meet my�
Uncle Fred. He's�

a deuce-and-a-half�
and a real workhorse.�
But he won't be doing�

much work in�
this weather.

water�
was left in his�

tanks and air lines last�
night. Today, it's ice. No�

brakes, no work.

Good PM�
would have them�

rolling through the worst�
of winters. Poor PM has�

them broken down�
in the corral.

h-h-help me!

Here's my�
Cousin Mac. He's a�

wrecker and, man, is he�
ever needed in�
this weather.

Those well-warmed�
soldiers inside are going to�

get a call before long and they'll�
need Cousin Mac to pull a friend of�

mine out of a ditch. But Cousin Mac won't�
answer the call. Seems his fuel filters�

are clogged with ice and without�
the fuel flowin', Cousin�

Mac ain't goin'.

h-h-help me!

The soldiers should�
know that in cold weather it's�

doubly important to drain fuel filters�
and make sure that moisture is not getting�

in their fuel supplies. But that means�
working in the cold and that's no�

fun. So here sits Cousin Mac—�
and here he'll stay.
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This is my�
Aunt Mildred. She's a�

five-tonner and a�
real beauty.

But she is�
being driven to her�

death in this cold weather.�
See, none of her drivers have�
had adequate cold-weather�
training. They don't keep her�
engine and radiator covered�
when the snow falls and the�

wind howls. They don't�
adequately warm up�

her engine and her�
gearbox before they�

hit the road.

And when they bring�
her home, they don't let her sit�

and cool down a minute 'cause they�
don't know that a cooldown is vital�

even in cold weather. Yep, PM is a�
driver responsibility,�

too.

h-h-help me!

Finally, meet�
my brother, Henry.�
His radiator is a�

block of ice.

Seems�
antifreeze was�

added back in the fall,�
but no test was run to�

make sure the protection�
level was right for the�
climate. And it wasn't. It�
couldn't counteract all�
the times a water hose�

was stuck down his�
throat. But it doesn't�
matter, his battery�

is dead, too.

It could have been�
removed and taken inside.�

That would have helped. It could�
have been wrapped in a blanket. That�

might have kept it alive. It could have been�
fully charged when the first cold day�

arrived. But none of these things�
were done and he watched his�

battery's life drain away.

h-h-help me!
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Can you spare a�
little cold-weather PM to�

save our family?

Where�
are you�
going?

Out to work�
on that HMMWV. I just�

got the strangest feeling�
that I should be pulling�

some PM.

are you�
nuts? it's�

freezing out�
there!

somebody's�
got to do it! it's�

my job!
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old weather and mud at the worksite can fool you.
Mud is soft and wet during the day, but it can freeze as hard as concrete at

night. A vehicle left sitting in mud at the end of the day will be frozen in its
tracks the next morning.

And, it doesn’t matter if you’re in the DEUCE, D5B or D7G tractors, or the
M9 ACE...you can’t rock the vehicle loose. You’ll end up with broken track,
snapped drive sprocket teeth and a vehicle that’s still stuck.

Here’s how to prevent that problem. Before the sun goes down:
* Park your vehicle on high ground if possible. Water drains downhill, so the

mud won’t be quite as deep.
* Avoid parking in deep ruts worn by other vehicles. Some are deep enough to

bottom out your vehicle’s hull. Leave it there and you won’t be moving until
spring.

* Use a shovel to scoop out mud that has collected on and between roadwheels
and  drive sprockets. If there’s no mud, it can’t freeze.

Construction Equipment . . .

oh,�
crud!�

i'm stuck in�
the mud!
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perators, keep an eye on your con-
struction equipment’s cylinder rods for
any ice buildup during cold weather.

Ice on the rods will scrape or cut
seals when the rod is moved. Dam-
aged seals lead to fluid leaks, which
lead to NMC equipment. If you find
any ice, get rid of it with heat or deic-
ing fluid. Use no scrapers or tools.
They’ll do more harm than good.

Construction Equipment . . . D7G Tractor . . .

Weekly Exercise
Another rod saver, no matter what

the weather, is exercise. Do it weekly.
It fights rust by spreading a thin coat
of oil on the rod. Rust, like ice buildup,
will scrape and cut rod seals.

If you can’t exercise the hydraulics,
smear a light coat of GAA on the
cylinder rods weekly.

as soon as�
i finish my workout,�

you'll get your�
workout.

just remember�
to clear the ice and�
snow off my cylinder�

rods first!

they�
over-filled�
my fuel tank�

again! this�
caution sign�
oughta help�

next time.
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Regular exercise keeps rods oiled

uel from a too-full tank spills out the tank’s filler neck during construction
operations. That’s bad for the environment.

Diesel fuel on the outside of the dozer’s fuel tank creates fumes in the cab.
That’s bad for you.

So it’s in everybody’s best interest to have a stenciled fill line on the fuel tank
as a quick reminder not to overfill the tank.

If your tractor’s tank doesn’t have such a line, or if it has been painted over,
have your mechanic use black CARC paint to stencil a new fill line at the
bottom of the fill neck—about 3
inches below the top of the fuel
tank.

Below the fill line stencil
CAUTION—DO NOT FILL
ABOVE THIS LINE TO ALLOW
FOR EXPANSION, in 3-in letters.
The stencils are part of the Common
shop sets. Stencil warning below fill line

Remove ice from cylinder rods
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t’s a time-consuming, painstaking task
to keep your birds flying when the
mercury plummets and Old Man Winter
throws snow, wind and ice at you. But
top-notch aircraft maintainers know that
preventive maintenance is critical
during cold, colder, and coldest weather.

When winter starts putting its bite
on you, move your aircraft inside to
perform maintenance. If you can’t and
you’re faced with some extended time
outside, use a maintenance shelter or
rig a temporary shelter out of tentage,
other canvas, or a salvaged cargo para-
chute canopy. Warm your shelter with
a ground heater.

A warm and ventilated work area
will let you get that PM done without
the nuisance of bulky clothing and
heavy gloves.

All Aircraft . . .

nozzle is bonded to the bird before you
remove the cap. When you’re freezing
while refueling you might be tempted
to neglect a ground. Don’t! You must
follow grounding procedures without
shortcuts.

Static electricity can fire up your win-
ter real fast, so be extremely careful
during refueling. The lower the tem-
perature, and the drier the air, the
more that static electricity becomes a
hazard.

Static can result from aircraft
moving through the air or by the
movement of frost or snow from
the aircraft. Fuel flowing through
the filler neck can also generate a
spark that ignites fuel.

So make sure you find a good
place to ground the aircraft. Also
make sure the aircraft and tanker
are bonded together, and the
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don't let�
cold weather put�
a freeze on your�

pm!

Here is some other stuff to concen-
trate on during cold weather:

COLD FUEL~ Water in fuel can
form ice that blocks fuel lines. So keep
fuel tanks topped off. The gap between
the top of the tank and the fuel is full
of cold moist air. When that air con-
denses, water drips into your fuel.
When you take fuel samples, drain
enough fuel to get rid of all that water.
Drain the sumps daily.

When you refuel a bird outside in
sub-zero temperatures, always check
the fuel level before moving it inside.
When an aircraft with a full fuel tank
is moved into the hanger, the fuel level
will rise with the higher temperature.
Opening the filler cap could give you
a fuel spill to clean up.

Be sure
nozzle,
aircraft
and
tanker are
bonded



If you’re not using a closed circuit
fueling nozzle, put the regular nozzle
in all the way. That keeps the danger
of static down and reduces the chance
for a fuel spill.

Use extra care if you have to take
fuel out of an aircraft. Fuel spilled on
your skin can cause frostbite.

COLD OIL AND GREASE~ Fuel
is not the only fluid affected by cold
temperatures. As the mercury drops,
oil thickens, fuel’s harder to ignite, and
grease gels. So you must use the right
fuel and lube for cold conditions. The
lube chart in your TM lists the right
fuel, oil and grease to use.

When you service an oil tank on a
stone-cold aircraft, never fill it to the

That “load” will warm up the bat-
tery a bit. Always use an auxiliary
ground power unit (AGPU) on the first

Don’t fill to brim

Oil leaks are a chronic problem in
winter weather. So check connections,
joints and seals regularly.

COLD SEALS~ Old Man Winter is
hard on seals and gaskets. When they
contract due to the cold, that opens the
door for leaks. Moisture can seep in
around seals and freeze. The ice formed
will cut seals. Make a list of your
aircraft’s seal and gasket potential

brim. Otherwise, when the oil heats
up, the tank will overflow.
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how would�
you like a taste�
of wind, sleet�

and snow?
you�

don't frighten�
me! i'm pm�

tough!

start of the day. It prevents a lot of
drain on cold batteries.

let me�
help you with�

your first�
start of the�

day!

Store the batteries on a shelf or on
dunnage, not on a bare floor.

Never store these together!

 Lead-acid batteries should also be
kept warm. Cold weather saps their
charge much faster than it does a
nickel-cadmium battery. If you bring
your batteries inside, never store nickel-
cadmium and lead-acid in the same
area. Fumes from a lead-acid battery
can cause a nickel-cadmium battery to
discharge.

Lead-
acid

Nickel-
cadmium

trouble spots. Post that list next to these
tips on your bulletin board.

COLD BATTERIES~ Unless you’re
in the deep freeze for a long time, your
nickel-cadmium batteries will do their
job without much extra effort on
your part. But cold starts will shorten
battery life.

So, when possible, bring your
batteries in from the cold if the
weatherman predicts several days of
subfreezing temperatures. If it’s not
possible, turn on the landing lights,
searchlight  or other equipment for 30
seconds before an engine start.

Remove batteries and store in warm place
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rew chiefs, keeping your aircraft ready during winter is a tough job. It’s even
tougher if you leave your aircraft uncovered and unprotected on the flightline.

If you can’t cover the whole bird
during winter weather, at least cover
up engine inlets, exhausts, exposed
linkages and pitot tubes.

Cover the aircraft when it’s dry.
Wet covers will freeze in place. If
you move an aircraft from the han-
gar to the helipad, cover it before
you move it outside.

If a cover freezes to your bird,
loosen the edges and use heat from a ground heater to loosen the rest of it.

Closely check uncovered areas during daily inspections. Make sure freezing
rain or blowing snow hasn’t seeped into exposed moving parts and frozen up the
works.

After snow, sleet or an ice storm, take the engine inlet plugs and exhaust
covers off and check for ice. If you find any, carefully remove it and thaw the
engine with hot air, like your TM says.

Use dunnage

COLD TIRES~ Cold reduces tire air
pressure, so check your helicopter’s tire
pressure often.

Tires frozen to the ground can be
freed with liquid deicer. Move the air-
craft immediately because deicer will
form slush and re-freeze.

Use boards, dunnage or something
similar beneath tires to keep them off
snow or ice. Service pressurized systems accord-

ing to the instructions in each aircraft
maintenance manual. Remember that
any moisture will freeze into ice crys-
tals and damage seals.

Do not bend rubber hoses or rubber-
covered wires while they’re cold
soaked. Rubber gets brittle and stiff
and could crack.

COLD WEATHER GUIDES~ for
more information on winter mainte-
nance operations, check out FM
31-70, Basic Cold Weather Manual
(Apr 68) and FM 31-71, Northern
Operations (Jun 71).

Check your landing gear often. Use
a clean rag dampened with hydraulic

WINTER�
WEATHER PM keeps�

your bird operating�
in the cold!

i guess�
we ought to�
cover you�

up!

t-too�
l-late,�
p-pal!

fluid to remove ice, dirt and grit from
struts and pistons.

Clean all struts

Use covers in extreme cold



M157 Smoke Generator . . .

After setting the PREHEAT, hold the
FUEL switch in START until the FUEL
indicator comes on. Release the FUEL
switch and let it flip to RUN.

After the AIR indicator lights and
the PREHEAT indicator goes off, hold
the ENGINE switch in START for 1 to
2 seconds and then release it. Wait 3
seconds.

Hold the ENGINE switch in START
until the ENGINE indicator lights and
the SMOKE TEMP indicator reaches
the green band. Release the ENGINE
switch and let it flip to RUN.

Wait until the engine temperature
reaches 800oF. Hold the FOG OIL
switch in START until the FOG OIL
indicator lights, then let the switch flip
to RUN. You’re ready to smoke.

For more information, see Pages
2-29 through 2-34 in TM 3-1040-
283-10.

The fuel folks also need to add 16
ounces of DGME icing inhibitor, NSN
6850-01-377-5075, to every 40 gallons
of fog oil.

For the engines, use Type 2 automo-
tive combat gasoline (MOGAS), NSN
9130-00-240-8201, in below-freezing
weather, or mix 16 ounces of isopro-
pyl alcohol, NSN 6810-00-286-5435,
to each 5 gallons of untreated gaso-
line. Keep all fuel tanks as full as pos-
sible to prevent condensation.

If you don’t have Type 2 gas, use
engine primer fuel, NSN 6850-00-823-
7861, to start the M157 in cold weather.

Spray the primer into the nozzle as-
sembly for 2 to 3 seconds and step
away (primer fuel is very flammable).
Have a buddy immediately push the

Operating Percentage of

Temperature Fog Oil to
Diesel /Kerosene

Above 32oF 100/0
32o to –10oF 75/25
–11o to –25oF 60/40
–26o to –40oF 50/50

ENGINE switch to START. Don’t hold
it in START longer than 15 seconds or
you’ll lose too much air pressure to
start. Do this procedure up to three
times more. If the M157 still won’t
start, tell your repairman.

For the M157A2, smoking in the cold
is a little different. You mix fog oil just
like you did for the M157, and add 16
ounces of isopropyl alcohol to each 5
gallons of untreated gasoline or 2
ounces of icing inhibitor to each 5 gal-
lons of other untreated fuel. Then use

these preheat cycles according to the
fuel you’re using:

Fuel Preheat Cycle
MOGAS 0

JP-1 1
JP-4 1

JP-5 turbine 3
JP-8 turbine 4

Diesel fuel-arctic 4
DF-1 diesel 4

Spray primer fuel in nozzle assembly

i'm so cold�
i don't think i'll�

be able to smoke�
today.

don't�
worry, i've got�

us covered.
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n cold weather, condensation in the
M157’s fog oil tank can freeze and
block the fog oil pump strainers. That
stops smoking cold. But there are ways
to smoke cold problems.

When it’s below freezing, have your
fuel supply folks add kerosene or
diesel fuel to the fog oil to form a
mixture that flows easier. The table
below shows the right mix of fog oil
and fuel.



Use LAW for cold-
weather lubing

Wipe out magazines and
dry ammo before firing

Place hot barrel
on tarp

he cold will put the freeze on your
rifle or machine gun if you ignore cold
weather PM. Here’s the PM ammo
you need to help your weapon fight
the cold:

  Use rifle bore cleaner, NSN
6850-00-224-6663, to remove
carbon, and use LAW, NSN
9150-00-292-9689, to lube your
weapons when temperatures drop
below 10°F. LAW helps moving
parts on most weapons slide bet-
ter in cold than CLP or LSA.
The exception is the M249

Rifles, Machine Guns . . .

  Store weapons in a covered, wind-
protected area when you’re not using
them. If that’s not possible, cover them
with a blanket or poncho. That at least
shuts out ice and snow from the barrel,
sights, and working parts.

  Wait until a weapon warms to room
temperature before cleaning it. A cold
weapon will sweat with condensation.
If you clean and lube the weapon be-
fore it quits sweating, the sweat freezes
when you take it back outside.

  Never lay a hot weapon or barrel
on the snow. Set it on a tarp or poncho.
That sudden cold can warp the barrel.

  Keep ammo dry. If necessary, wipe
ammo and the insides of magazines

bring it on!�
i've got a one-two�

punch you won't�
forget!

machine gun. It needs CLP in all
weather.

  Prevent condensation from forming
inside weapons by keeping them

before firing. That will prevent mois-
ture from freezing and jamming your
weapon.

covered when you move from a cold
place to a warm one. That lets the
weapon warm gradually.

  Hand function the weapon every 30
minutes to keep parts from freezing
solid. If parts stick, move them slowly
and easily until they move smoothly
again. Forcing things breaks parts.
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Function unloaded
weapon to prevent
freezing



4. Keep batteries free from corrosion
and in a well-charged condition. If
possible, remove the batteries when not
in use from the generator and store them
in a heated area.

old can freeze something as pow-
erful as your mortar.. .unless you blow
away cold problems with PM. Here’s
how:

Lube with LAW instead of GPL
when the temperature drops below
10oF. LAW does not get as stiff as GPL
in cold weather.

Wipe the inside of the bore dry be-
fore you go into the cold. That helps
prevent ice from forming.

Mortars . . . Generators . . .

Keep fire control
instruments in cases

Never bring fire control instruments
directly from the cold into a warm
place. The sudden change in tempera-
ture cracks optics and lets conden-
sation form inside the instruments.
Leave the instruments in a sheltered—
but unheated—place where they can
gradually warm before you bring them
inside.

When you bring your mortar inside,
wait at least an hour before cleaning
and lubing it. That lets the mortar stop
sweating from condensation and lets
you wipe out all moisture.

Cover rounds until they’re ready to
be fired. That stops ice from coating
them.

Keep fire control instruments in
their cases. They protect the instru-
ments’ delicate optics against the cold.

eep your generator on the job dur-
ing cold weather by giving it a helping
hand. Here are five things you can do:

5.Do not bend or kink wiring that may
have become brittle in the cold. Make all
connections with care.

2. Keep fuel tanks full to protect against
moisture, condensation and accumulation
of water.

■

■

■

■

■

■

k.o.�
the�

cold. ..
. . .with�

pm!

i've got the�
snow off the�

generator. how�
are you�
doing?

i've cleared�
all around the�

unit. we're ready�
to crank 'er�

up!

1. The generator set and the area around it
should be free of ice and snow. Pay
particular attention to the fuel tank cap
and filler neck where snow and ice can
become water in your fuel.
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Keep bore dry

3. Drain and service fuel filters frequently
to remove water and prevent freezing.
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Cold-Weather Commo . . .

  7)   Rubber and rubber compounds
become stiff and brittle as temperatures
plunge. In cold weather, cables and wire
should be flexed slowly and carefully to
keep them from cracking and breaking.

1)    Carry small batteries inside your
clothes to keep them warm. Reactivate
cold-soaked batteries by warming them
under your clothes.

2)    If a radio set must be set up outside,
put it in a sheltered place. A wind block,
like a lean-to, helps keep sets away from
direct exposure to cold air.

3)   Raise RF cables above the ground to
keep them from freezing to the ground.
Use poles or tree limbs to raise the
cables.

4)    Check antenna systems often and
remove snow, ice or slush that might
diminish your signal or create a “falling
ice” hazard.
5)    Put frost shields over microphones.
If you don’t have a shield or your
handset doesn’t have a place to fit one, a
piece of plastic—like a battery bag—will
do the job.

6)    Remove all snow, ice, water and dirt
from cable connections before connect-
ing them. You’ll get a poor connection or
break connectors, if you don’t.

13)   Any equipment that generates heat
during operation will “breathe” or draw in
cold air as the equipment cools. If heated
equipment is brought into contact with
extremely cold air, the glass, plastic and
ceramic parts may break. So give hot
equipment time to cool down before
taking it out of a shelter into the cold.

“Sweating” is the opposite of
“breathing.” If cold equipment is brought
into contact with warm air, the moisture
in the air will condense on the equipment
and freeze when the equipment is taken
into the cold again.

So wrap cold equipment in a blanket
or parka for a bit before you take it into a
heated shelter.

12)   Keep cables out from under the
snow. Pull them free after every snowfall.
A cable hidden under snow is hard to
find except when it’s pulled loose by a
big foot or run over by a track.

11)   Make sure all knobs and controls
move easily. Stiff controls might indicate
a moisture freezing problem.

10)   Make sure all motors and fans run
freely. Snow and ice build-up can shut
down a critical fan and kill a much-needed
motor.

  9)   Plugs, jacks, keys, shafts, bearings,
dials, and switches can malfunction due
to contraction of metal parts in extreme
cold. Check them often and keep them
warm and clean.

  8)   Lube, but don’t over-lube. Lubricants
can get stiff in cold weather and fail to do
their job. The keys to lubing in the cold are
frequent checks to make sure lube hasn’t
gotten stiff and frequent applications.

when we think of�
13, most of us think of�

bad luck. but here are 13�
cold weather commo tips�
that will bring you only�

good luck.

ahhh,�
nice and�

warm!

i'm f-f-�
freezing!

i like�
the view�
from up�

here!

now�
you've got me�

covered!

ooh!�
i'm so�
stiff!

keep�
me movin'�
free and�

easy.

that�
smarts!
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Antennas . . .

and it turns to ice. That can crack the
glass. Also, the freezing temperatures
make the glass more brittle. So handle
it carefully.

If you’re in an extreme cold and fro-
zen situation, mountain pitons are ex-
cellent anchors for guy ropes. Go into
the FED LOG-AMDF and do a name
search, using PITON, MOUNTAIN. It
will identify 32 NSNs you can tag and
view.

In addition, in extreme cold, ropes
can freeze to the ground and to guys
tied to these anchor ropes. Wear gloves
and take your time when handling
them.

If even cold-weather stakes fail, tie
your rope to something sturdy, like a
tree or pole. In any case, never use
fewer guys than your TM calls for. If

do your�
worst, old man�

winter! i'm all secured�
and pm ready for�
anything you can�

dish out!

Use cold-weather stakes

our mast-type antennas need special
PM attention when Old Man Winter
blows into town.

Frozen ground makes it tough to
drive in a guy stake. So cold-weather
stakes may be just what you need to
make the going a little easier. Get the
GP-101 cold-weather stake with NSN
4030-00-187-5265.

But you have to watch those cold-
weather stakes. They’re slimmer, so
they don’t hold as well when the
ground thaws. Keep an eye on them
during warming days.

Keep insulators
clean and dry

Tie guys to
stationary
objects

Protect the cable by taping it to the
antenna. That keeps it from being
whipped by the wind.

Normal tape loses some of its stay-
ing power in sub-freezing temperatures,
so use cold-weather tape, NSN 5970-
00-240-0620.

Once you’ve wiped the bowl clean
and dry, reach for your tube of silicone
again. Seal the insulator before you join
the two halves.

Cable Care
Your RF cables need special han-

dling during cold weather, too. Insula-
tion becomes brittle and can break. That
can damage delicate inside wiring and
also let moisture in.

you use less, your antenna may end up
on the ground.

Grease the Joints
To keep your antenna joints from

freezing up, just add some lube. A little
dab of silicone will usually do the trick.

You can get a 2-oz tube with NSN
6850-00-177-5094. Or get the 8-oz tube
with NSN 6850-00-880-7616.

Clean the mating surfaces inside and
out before applying the lube.

Keep Bowl Dry
Water collects in ceramic bowls dur-

ing warm weather. Come a cold snap

Give cords
and cables
special
attention

Put a
dab of silicone
on threads



ables and wires need extra care when
the temperature drops below freezing.
Keep your commo on line with these
lucky seven cold-weather PM tips:
1. The rubber insulation on cable
and wire gets brittle in the cold, so
store cable and wire inside a shel-
ter, if possible. If you do store your
wire and cable inside a shelter, you
must take care not to damage your
commo equipment. Stored wire and
cable can easily knock off knobs
and break connectors when it’s being
stored, removed or if the load shifts.
2. If you can’t store your wire and
cable inside a shelter, try to warm it in
your shelter before you unroll it. Un-
rolling cable when it’s too cold cracks
the insulation. The inside wires could
break, too.

When you unroll your cable, watch
for kinks and crimps. Those are the
areas that will break. Gently straighten

Cable and Wire . . .

Don’t force
connectors

Coiled
cable
needs
careful
handling

5. Leave a little slack when you lay
wire or cable. Metal and rubber shrink
in the cold. The wire or cable can break
if you pull it too tight.
6. The cold affects cable connections,
too. Carefully connect and disconnect
them. Rough stuff can break connec-
tors and receptacles.

advantage of not letting wires and
cables freeze to the ground. That cre-
ates a pain when you recover them.

3. Keep an eye on splices as you lay
your wire. Because of cold contrac-
tion, these areas can open and become
vulnerable to water intrusion and freez-
ing. Use cold-weather tape, NSN 5970-
00-240-0620, when you have to splice
or repair wire. It comes in a 30-ft roll.
4. It’s best to keep cable and wire off
the ground and away from feet, ve-
hicles and cargo areas. In fact, string-
ing them overhead gives you the added

out the kinks and crimps, if you can. If
they won’t straighten easily, you should
warm the cable before you complete
the unrolling.
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hey, not�
so fast! you're�

crimping the�
cable!

whoa!�
uh-oh!

7. Finally, there is no substitute for
patience in handling cable in the cold.
Slow and easy is the way when you
pay out, reel in or flex cable. Fast and
rough cracks insulation.

Run wires overhead
on lance poles...

...or use trees



on’t know what to do with your extended cold weather clothing system
(ECWCS) when you come in from the cold? Here’s one suggestion: Put them on
storage shelving, NSN 7125-00-558-0011.

But first, you will have to modify the normal shelf assembly. Then you will be
able to hang up coveralls, parkas and shirts. Place other cold weather gear, like
boots and gloves, on the shelves.

Here’s what to do:
1. Connect a top and bottom shelf with four upright support posts, bolting the

shelves and posts together.
2. Bolt in angles at all four outside corners of each shelf to keep it from

wobbling.
3. Attach a reinforcing angle channel under the top shelf using the four pre-

drilled holes in
the shelf.

The reinforcing
channel becomes a
bar to hang clothes.

Use bottom shelves
to hold folded
clothing and other
cold-weather gear.

Depending on the manufacturer, the shelving organizer might vary, but you
should be able to put it together like one of these. Units come with all the
necessary hardware.

sergeant,�
when it warms up,�

where are we going to�
store all of this�

cold weather�
gear?

hmmm,�
i've got an�

idea.

later...

this outfit�
ought to do the�

job!

you�
got that�

right!

Cold Weather Clothing . . .

Upright support

Reinforcing channel
(2 per shelf)

Reinforcing
angles

Bolts 1/4–20x5/8 Bolts 1/4–20x1/2

Shelves
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Cold Weather Parka . . .

Here’s how to wash it safely:
   Use warm water and detergent.
  In the washing machine, use the

permanent press cycle.
  Rinse thoroughly in clean, warm

water.
  When hand washing and rinsing,

do not wring or twist the garment. That
rough treatment can make holes in the
waterproof barrier.

   Do not use bleach or starch.
   Tumble dry on a delicate low heat

setting (do not exceed 90oF) or hang it
to air dry on a rustproof hanger. That
way, rust won’t stain the parka.

NSN 8415-01-228- Size Length
1306 X-small X-short
1307 X-small Short
1308 X-small Regular
1309 X-small Long
1310 Small X-short
1311 Small Short
1312 Small Regular

NSN 8415-01-228- Size Length
1313 Small Long
1314 Medium X-short
1315 Medium Short
1316 Medium Regular
1317 Medium Long
1318 Large Short
1319 Large Regular
1320 Large Long
1321 X-large Regular
1322 X-large Long

heh-�
heh! let's�

party!

yikes!�
how did i�

get into this�
mess?

if your parka is�
beyond help, here's�

what you need to�
know to order a�

new one.
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ever wear your extended cold
weather parka when working in the
motor pool. Grease or acid will ruin it.

Battery acid eats away at the fabric.
And, once it starts, there’s no way to
stop it. You’ll have to get a new parka.

Grease is just as bad. Once it gets on
your parka, it won’t come out because
the parka can’t be washed at tempera-
tures hot enough to dissolve the grease.
Heat can loosen seam tape inside the
parka, which helps keep it waterproof.

If your parka gets dirty from sub-
stances other than acid or grease, refer
to the laundering instructions on the
care label attached to the garment.

❂

❂

❂

❂

❂

❂



The nylon liners in your arctic mittens,
NSN 8415-00-782-6715 through -6717, may
wear out before the mittens.

So don’t get new mittens when all you
need are the liners. Order new liners with
these NSNs:

Need a new drawstring harness for your mittens? Order it with NSN 8415-01-
323-2177.

PLGR Connector Covers
Order the J2/J3 connector cover for your
AN/PSN-11 precision lightweight GPS
receiver (PLGR) with NSN 5340-01-449-
1045. Order the J4 cover with NSN 5340-
01-449-1036.

AMCOM Hotline
The Army Aviation and Missile Command
(AMCOM) now has a toll-free number for
customer service, and high priority
requisitions. The hotline is staffed 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Call toll-free 866-
GOAMCOM ((866) 462-6266), DSN 897-2066
or (256) 313-2066. You can also e-mail for
help:
amsamcoc@exhange1.redstone.army.mil

MW24C Defroster Switch
NSN 5930-01-177-9532 gets the rotary
switch for the MW24C scoop loader’s
defroster fan. The switch is missing from
Fig 124 of TM 5-3805-262-24P.

Dexron III for All Vehicles
Use Dexron III in all wheeled vehicle
automatic transmissions where Dexron II
is called for. It does a better job. Get a 1-qt
bottle of Dexron III with NSN 9150-00-698-
2382 and a 55-gal drum with NSN 9150-01-
114-9968.

on’t try to stay warm in your tent with a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
heater. Unvented commercial kerosene heaters put out dangerous gases and are
a serious health hazard.

There are no COTS heaters
that meet the Army’s require-
ments for field environments. To
stay warm—and alive—use one
of these tent heaters:

H-45 medium space heater,
NSN 4520-01-329-3451, which
replaces the old potbelly M41
in GP series tents.

Arctic space heater, NSN
4520-01-444 -2375, which re-
places the M1950 Yukon heater, for 5-man and 10-man arctic tents.

The self-powered fan, NSN 4140-01-457-2790, can be used on either heater.
The fan uses some of the heat from the heaters to turn the fan blades, which
circulate heated air, improve comfort and save fuel.

Heaters . . .

Arctic Mitten Set . . .

NSN 8415-01-323- Size
2174 Small
2175 Medium
2176 Large

Arctic Space Heater Medium Space Heater

this�
wally world�
heater will�

do the�
job.

put it�
back on the�

shelf, it�
doesn't meet�

regs.

Self-powered fan

Line Up with Liners
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M919 Solenoid Valve
NSN 4810-01-414-3138-gets the solenoid
override valve for the fan clutch actuator
assembly on the M919 concrete-mobile
mixer. The NSN for Item 13 in Fig 30 of TM
9-2320-273-24P is wrong.
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Left O
ut in

 the Cold

. . . See Page 27

dirty or�
loose ground�

straps cause power�
surges, shorted�
gauges and loss�

of power.

now,�
how do you�

like being left�
unprotected out�

here in the�
cold?


